To: Open Source Initiative

13 February 2019

RE: Introduction of Open Source Hong Kong ("OSHK")

To whom may concern,

Open Source Hong Kong ("OSHK") [1] is a community and organisation to promote open source technology. OSHK organise meetings, seminars, conferences, online discussions and others activities. OSHK establish Hong Kong Open Source Conference [2] and PyCon Hong Kong [3] in 2013 and 2015 and put our significant efforts to work on this two annual conferences.

From 2011, OSHK members start to visit oversea open source events and communities, to connect our community with others. In 2012, we host GNOME Asia Summit successfully in Hong Kong. And our members increase our efforts to work with other Asia and Global open source communities and organisations.

Our members also participates in other open source communities including (but not limited to) GNOME, Mozilla, Python (PyCon APAC), Wordpress.

We believe that our aims and works fits OSI’s as well, therefore we would like to join Open Source Initiative as one of Affiliate Members, so that we have more strength and support from the international community, and we can help OSI to promote our common value in Hong Kong and Asia.

Yours Sincerely,
Sammy Fung
President
Open Source Hong Kong

[1] https://opensource.hk